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Dear Mr Robinson
STRENGTHENING PROTECTIONS AGAINST UNFAIR CONTRACT TERMS (UCT)
The Australian Finance Industry Association (AFIA) appreciates the opportunity to provide a submission.
AFIA is a leading advocate for the Australian financial services industry. We support 1 our members to
finance Australia’s future. We believe that our industry can best support Australia’s economy by
promoting choice in and access to consumer and business finance, driving competition and
innovation in financial services, and supporting greater financial, and therefore social, participation
across our community.
AFIA represents over 100 providers of consumer, commercial and wholesale finance across Australia.
These banks, finance companies, and fleet and car rental providers, and fintechs provide traditional
and more specialised finance to help businesses mobilise working capital, cashflow and investment.
They are also at the forefront of financial innovation in consumer finance.
OUR INTERIM SUBMISSION
AFIA members are currently in the process of implementing seven key regulatory reform programs.
These are due to be delivered over the next three weeks. In addition, they are working to limit the
impact of the COVID-19 global pandemic on our economy by supporting consumer and business
customers impacted by lockdowns, and more generally, ensuring continuing access to credit across
our economy.
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AFIA is concerned that the finance industry does not have sufficient time to make informed
commentary on the proposed changes to the unfair contract terms (UCT) legislation, which will likely
have a substantial and material impact. Therefore, we will outline our initial views in this interim
submission, while we gather further input and data relevant for the government’s deliberations, and
we will provide an addendum to this interim submission as soon as possible.
The following summarises our concerns with the proposed changes to the UCT legislation.
Some of the proposed changes are likely to have a negative impact on economic recovery
AFIA notes that at the meeting of the Legislative and Governance Forum on Consumer Affairs held in
November 20202, the Ministers agreed that reforms were necessary to provide better protections for
consumer and small business customers from unfair contract terms.
AFIA understands the policy principles underpinning the UCT laws to ensure standard form contracts
do not impose unreasonable obligations or unreasonably diminish the rights of customers.
Specifically, the UTC laws would deem a contract unfair if:
•

it causes a significant imbalance in the parties' rights and obligations arising under the
contract, and

•

the term is not reasonably necessary to protect the legitimate interests of the party who
would be advantaged by the term, and

•

it would cause detriment (whether financial or otherwise) to a party if it were to be applied or
relied on.

AFIA supports ensuring customers have access and choice in credit as well as adequate protections
from potential detriment or harm caused by unfair contract terms. We also support legislative and
regulatory reform when it is proportionate and scalable, so changes are targeted to deliver the policy
intent, while supporting the offer of financial products, services, and technologies from a range of
different providers through a range of different business models.
AFIA supports the policy intent to strengthen and improve certainty with UCT laws, including adoption
of recommendation 4.7 of the Financial Services Royal Commission. However, we are concerned that
the Legislative and Governance Forum on Consumer Affairs have proposed additional reforms without
thorough consideration of the legal and economic implications and the potential for these changes to
inadvertently and adversely impact on the availability and cost of credit for all customers.
While we support increasing consumer protections, this should seek to create more optimal
conditions for consumers and small businesses, rather than increase costs, limit access and choice, or
hinder participation.
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The rebuttable presumption
The new rebuttable presumption, i.e. terms that have been found to be unfair and are subsequently
included in relevant contracts in the same industry (emphasis added) seems not to be proportionate
and scalable, but more of a ‘one size fits all approach’ to regulation.
Early indications on the implication of this presumption are members will adjust their internal settings
if they become aware of potential litigation, not if it is proven by a court some years later. The
reputational risk and the consequences from recent regulatory reforms3 mean that members cannot
wait until a court makes a final decision. To support this, we note that the recent Federal Court4 case
associated with UCT breaches by the Bank of Queensland took four years for a decision to be finalised.
The outcome of the inclusion of the rebuttable presumption is that it will likely impact the availability
and/or cost of consumer and small business lending products as lenders will have to make material
changes to their legal and compliance settings, including upfront changes to their contracts and loan
documentation, updates to their credit policies, and new training programs for their frontline and
customer service staff as well as credit assessment and financial hardship teams.
Additionally, lenders will need to make additional investments in monitoring programs to ensure
ongoing assessment of the external landscape to determine if similar providers may be under
investigation for UCT breaches.
Removal of the contract value threshold
Contract value thresholds have been subject to scrutiny and debate during the development of UCT
legislation and have been considered in a many subsequent reviews.
The contract value test is the only test that does not fluctuate in comparison to the number of
employees or a turnover. The proposed removal of this threshold will impact lenders who offer
products to both retail and wholesale clients and who do not obtain information about a customer’s
number of employees.
The imposition of new penalties
AFIA is not aware of material increased misconduct leading to sufficient detriment or harm to
consumers to warrant the introduction of new pecuniary penalties if a person relies or purports to rely
on an unfair contract term.
These proposed changes will likely impact on the availability and/or cost of credit across the economy.
On the one hand, the increased regulatory and compliance burden may impact on credit availability,
with some lenders unable to operate at scale and absorb the increased operational costs. On the other
hand, the increased operational costs may impact of the cost of credit, with some lenders passing
those costs to customers.

Reforms such as increased penalties arising from Breach Reporting, implications on Accountable Persons under the Finance
Accountability Regime, potential class actions, remediation costs going back several years
4
21-215MR Court declares Bank of Queensland used unfair contract terms | ASIC - Australian Securities and Investments
Commission
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It is concerning that proposed changes are to be implemented at precisely the time when the Federal
Government is seeking to expand access to credit to accelerate economic recovery, increase
competition and innovation to promote capital efficiency and customer choice, and introduce law
reforms to support these outcomes, such as through changes to the credit laws.
Recommendation
AFIA recommends that the proposed changes be halted, and Treasury should convene a roundtable to
discuss industry’s concerns and the impact the proposed changes may have on the credit market as
well as the potential next steps.
As Chair of the Financial Industry Council of Australia (FICA), AFIA would be pleased to assist the
Treasury in organising such a roundtable.
Proposed changes overlap with some of the current regulatory change programs
The proposed changes intend to strengthen the remedies and enforcement of the UTC laws by:
•

providing courts with the power to impose a pecuniary penalty for a contravention… of an
UCT in a standard form contract, in addition to the current ability to declare it ‘unfair’

•

streamlining the powers of a court to make orders to void, vary or refuse to enforce part or all
of a contract (or collateral arrangement)

•

making clear a court’s power to make orders that apply to any existing consumer or small
business standard form contract that contains an UCT that is the same or substantially similar
to a term the court has declared to be an unfair contract term

•

making clear a court’s power to issue injunctions against a respondent with respect to existing
or future consumer or small business standard form contracts entered into by a respondent,
containing a term that is the same or is substantially the same as a term the court has
declared to be an unfair contract term.

The purpose behind such action is to address the imbalance ‘due to consumers and small businesses
generally lacking the resources and bargaining power to effectively review and negotiate contract
terms or challenge their enforcement’5.
AFIA is in the process of gathering more information but, in the interim, it seems that the extension of
the court’s powers is a duplication and overlap of some of the powers that have been given to the
financial services regulators (and other bodies) to act if they see similar issues.
The following sections identify these overlaps.
ASIC and APRA
The Product Intervention Power (PIP) allows ASIC to temporarily intervene in a range of ways,
including to ban credit products when there is a risk of significant consumer detriment. Just like a
court, civil and criminal penalties are applicable to contraventions of the new obligations.
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Failure to report a breach under the new breach reporting guidelines6 is an offence and can also lead
to criminal or civil penalties.
ASIC and APRA are co-regulators under the Financial Accountability Regime.7 As part of this, the
regulators will focus on the conduct of financial services providers and can impose significant civil
penalties to accountable entities for breaches of their obligations.
ACCC
If the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) believes there is a breach of the
Competition and Consumer Act 2010, they can initiate legal action that can lead to similar penalties as
those in the proposed changes to the UCT laws.
AFCA
The Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA) investigates complaints from customers about
the conduct and actions of financial services providers. They have an explicit focus on fairness, so can
address some of the potential information asymmetry outlined as a reason behind the proposed
changes to the UCT laws.
ASBFEO and Small Business Commissioners
The role of the Australian Small Business and Family Ombudsman (ASBFEO) 8 is to support small
businesses and family enterprises to enable them to grow and thrive, including joint work with ASIC9.
Similarly, Small Business Commissioners across the states can act on behalf of small businesses, for
example, in NSW, the Small Business Commissioner Act 2013 outlines10 that the Commissioner can
investigate allegations of unfair treatment or unfair contracts.
Code compliance committees appointed to oversee compliance with industry codes
While not able to issue civil or criminal penalties, the Code Compliance Committees associated with
overseeing industry codes, such as AFIA’s Online Small Business Lenders Code and AFIA’s Buy Now
Pay Later have sanctions that can be imposed to address concerns with industry practices.
Recommendation
AFIA recommends that to avoid legal and compliance complexity for financial institutions as well as to
avoid legal and regulatory overlap for industry and the financial regulators, a further review should be
undertaken to ensure the proposed changes address any legal or regulatory gaps and clarify the
circumstances in which a court can intervene.
This approach would be consistent with the Federal Government’s approach to ensure legal and
regulatory efficiency and effectiveness, including the introduction of the Financial Regulator
Assessment Authority.11
21-235MR ASIC publishes guidance on breach reporting | ASIC - Australian Securities and Investments Commission
Financial Accountability Regime (FAR) | Deloitte Australia | Audit & Assurance
8
What we do | Australian Small Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman (asbfeo.gov.au)
9
ASIC and ASBFEO hold banks to account on unfair contract terms | Australian Small Business and Family Enterprise
Ombudsman
10
Our legal powers | Small Business Commissioner (nsw.gov.au)
11
Inaugural Financial Regulator Assessment Authority members appointed | Treasury Ministers
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It would also align with the work of the Australian Government’s Deregulation Taskforce12 as well as
reduce the likelihood of a further perpetuation of legal and regulatory ‘whack a mole’.
The proposed timeline for implementation of the proposed changes is too short, especially
given the cumulative impact of regulation on the finance industry
The finance industry is currently involved in a substantial regulatory reform program, many of which
revolve around implementation of the recommendations of the Financial Services Royal Commission.
We support these recommendations and their intent to improve conduct and governance practices
across the financial services industry and raise consumer protection standards to achieve better
customer outcomes.
Furthermore, AFIA believes that the finance industry can best support Australia’s economy by
promoting choice in and access to consumer and business finance, driving competition and
innovation in financial services, and supporting greater financial, and therefore social, participation
across our community.
However, AFIA is concerned about the timeline for implementation of the proposed changes to the
UCT laws given this cumulative impact of regulation on the finance industry and the ongoing
challenges associated with the COVID-19 global pandemic.
Currently, AFIA is engaging with its members and the Federal Government and financial regulators on
40 separate and substantial reforms. Attachment 1 provides a summary of priority reforms for AFIA
members. We are undertaking further work to better understand the broader work program of the
whole of the financial services industry through FICA and anticipate this number to increase
significantly.
Recommendation
AFIA recommends that if the proposed changes to the UCT laws are introduced, the industry must be
provided with an implementation timeframe of at least 12 months, preferably 18 months, after the
legislation is passed and receives Royal Assent. This approach will allow our members to focus on
supporting the national plan for economic recovery post the COVID-19 global pandemic as well as
complete the current reform program.
CLOSING COMMENTS
AFIA recognises the proposed changes to the UCT laws aim to address a potential imbalance due to
consumers and small businesses generally lacking the resources and bargaining power to effectively
review and negotiate contract terms or challenge their enforcement.
AFIA’s initial concerns are not intended to reject the policy principle of improving protections that
reduce the incidence or potential for detriment or harm.
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However, we are concerned about the substantial and material changes being proposed. In particular:
•

new pecuniary penalties

•

a new rebuttable presumption

•

a broader definition of small businesses in scope and the removal of the contract value
threshold

•

the implementation timeframe.

The impact of implementing these changes, without evidence substantiating that they will provide
additional benefits for consumers and small businesses particularly, is likely to adversely impact on the
availability and cost of credit and more generally, activity, which would impede our economic
recovery.
Should you wish to discuss our submission or require additional information, please contact me or
Karl Turner, Executive Director, Policy & Risk Management at karl@afia.asn.au or 02 9231 5877.
Yours sincerely
Diane Tate
Chief Executive Officer
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